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Figure 1: We propose a novel hand representation PHRIT, combing advantages of previous methods on hand geometry modeling (namely
parametric mesh and implicit representation). PHRIT can serve as a learned fully differentiable layer driven by input hand skeleton and
shape latent code, making it easily applicable to downstream tasks.

Abstract
We propose PHRIT, a novel approach for parametric

hand mesh modeling with an implicit template that com-
bines the advantages of both parametric meshes and im-
plicit representations. Our method represents deformable
hand shapes using signed distance fields (SDFs) with part-
based shape priors, utilizing a deformation field to exe-
cute the deformation. The model offers efficient high-fidelity
hand reconstruction by deforming the canonical template at
infinite resolution. Additionally, it is fully differentiable and
can be easily used in hand modeling since it can be driven
by the skeleton and shape latent codes. We evaluate PHRIT
on multiple downstream tasks, including skeleton-driven
hand reconstruction, shapes from point clouds, and single-
view 3D reconstruction, demonstrating that our approach
achieves realistic and immersive hand modeling with state-
of-the-art performance.

1. Introduction
The human hand plays a vital role in communication and

interaction, making high-fidelity hand modeling crucial for
†Equal contributions.
∗Corresponding author.

immersive applications, especially in the era of digital twins
and metaverses. High-fidelity hand modeling can facilitate
immersive applications such as virtual meetings and video
games. However, to drive these real-time applications, it’s
essential to achieve realistic reconstruction results, ensure
stable cross-user generalization, and optimize the recon-
struction process for efficiency.

Previous research on hand geometry modeling can be
divided into two broad categories: parametric meshes and
implicit representations. Parametric meshes rely on a pre-
defined mesh template that is deformed to match posed
hands [32, 44, 61]. While this approach is efficient and
provides useful dense correspondence between the recon-
structed hand and the canonical template [21, 60], it re-
quires careful supervision to learn the deformation of each
vertex. This can be difficult and expensive, as noted in [32].
This challenge has led previous work to either sacrifice res-
olution [61] or resort to leveraging weak supervisions [44],
which may limit the model’s generalization to personalized
settings. In contrast, recent implicit representations [13, 26]
take a different approach to hand geometry modeling by fo-
cusing on the continuous representation of static shapes. By
learning implicit functions such as signed distance and oc-
cupancy fields, they can represent high-fidelity, resolution-
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Method Diff. Effi. Corres. Conti.

Parametric Hand Meshes ✔ ✔ ✔ ✘
Implicit Hand Representation ✔ ✘ ✘ ✔

PHRIT (Ours) ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Table 1: A comparison of PHRIT with parametric hand meshes
and implicit hand representation in terms of some key properties.
Diff.: whether the reconstruction is differentiable. Effi.: whether
reconstruction is efficient without onerous pose-processing such
as Marching Cubes [36]. Corres.: whether dense correspondences
are maintained during reconstruction. Conti.: whether this repre-
sentation is continuous in the output space.

independent shapes. However, the method requires time-
consuming post-processing to obtain reconstructions and
lacks dense correspondence between the reconstructions.
Overall, both approaches have their strengths and weak-
nesses, and neither fully meets the requirements for high
fidelity, generalization ability, and efficiency.

To combine the advantages of both paradigms, we pro-
pose PHRIT (as shown in Fig. 1), a parametric hand model
with an implicit template that can generate high-fidelity
hand reconstructions for various poses and identities (i.e.,
generalization ability) with favorable properties such as dif-
ferentiation, correspondence, efficiency, and continuity. As
summarized in Table 1, our proposed method combines
some key strengths of existing paradigms. We argue that
our method achieves continuity to parameterized hand rep-
resentations by introducing an implicit representation (i.e.,
using SDF to represent the hand) while maintaining effi-
ciency during inference and maintaining the dense corre-
spondences through our novel deformation field to learn
per-vertex deformation implicitly.

Specifically, PHRIT learns to deform a canonical hand
with theoretically unlimited resolution based on implicit
representation. To achieve efficiency and continuity (i.e.,
high fidelity), we represent the canonical hand with an SDF
using a neural network. This means that the canonical hand
mesh only needs to be extracted once for all inferences.
Along with the learning of implicit canonical hand, MLPs
are utilized to retrieve per-vertex deformation of the canon-
ical hand conditioned on both poses and shapes. To learn
such deformation, we use real-world 3D hand scans [61]
and develop a novel deformation field that bridges the SDF
of deformed and canonical hand space to build dense cor-
respondences (i.e., per-vertex deformation) implicitly. To
improve the generalization towards unseen poses and iden-
tities, we adopt a part-based design [15] on deformation
learning, but rather eliminate the requirement of ground-
truth bone transformation by deriving local coordinate sys-
tems directly upon the hand skeleton based on [26]. Addi-
tionally, we adopt the locally pose-aware design similar to
[6] on deformation learning to boost generalization. More-
over, we propose a skip-connection structure, which is ex-
perimentally proven to be more effective in capturing the

non-rigidity of the deformation.
In summary, our contributions are:
• We introduce a neural hand model combining paramet-

ric meshes and implicit representations to efficiently
produce high-fidelity hand reconstruction with full dif-
ferentiability to the skeleton and shape latent codes.

• We develop a novel deformation field to learn point-
wise deformation and implicitly establish a dense cor-
respondence between the canonical hand and its de-
formed shape.

• Experiments demonstrate our method achieves state-
of-the-art performance in multiple hand modeling
tasks, including reconstruction from skeleton, point
clouds, and images, resulting in immersive results.

2. Related Work
Parametric hand mesh. Parametric meshes are widely
used to model deformable shapes such as faces [2, 31], bod-
ies [25, 35, 50, 56], hands [7, 32, 44, 71], feet [37], and an-
imals [79]. While MANO [61] is the most commonly used
hand model [3, 7–9, 14, 20, 22, 45, 53, 66, 73–74], it has
limited resolution and a linear representation of non-rigid
deformation, leading to unrealistic hand reconstructions. To
overcome these limitations, previous works have explored
graph networks [12, 17, 30, 70], transformers [11, 33], and
UV maps [5]. DHM [44] proposes to model high-fidelity
hand meshes by deforming a professionally designed tem-
plate and predicting pose- and shape-dependent correctives
through neural networks, but with a personalized setup. In-
spired by MANO and DHM, our generalizable canonical
hand template mesh addresses resolution limitations by us-
ing an implicit representation (i.e., SDF) and allows for non-
rigid deformation of vertices.
Implicit hand representation. Implicit representations,
like SDF [54], occupancy [40], and neural radiance fields
[42], are widely used in 3D modeling because they are
continuous and differentiable [10, 23, 26–27, 38, 41–42,
47, 49, 58–59, 62, 67–68, 77]. Recently, implicit rep-
resentations have been applied to articulated shapes in
[1, 4, 16, 34, 46, 48, 52, 57, 69]. These works use implicit
skinning fields [63] or piecewise deformable models [15]
to represent articulated objects. Our work draws inspira-
tion from these previous works and proposes a novel solu-
tion for modeling high-fidelity articulated hands. In con-
trast to Mehta et al. [39], who maintain differentiability
with Marching Cubes to enable supervision for explicit rep-
resentation and update the geometry of the implicit surface,
we directly impose supervision on the implicit representa-
tion. Unlike previous methods using implicit skinning func-
tions to blend a fixed shape [6, 24, 63], our model is condi-
tioned on pose and shape variation. Compared to methods
[51–52, 76] using implicit functions to encode shape varia-
tion and pose-dependent deformation separately, our model
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Figure 2: Overiew of PHRIT (Section 3.1). During training, PHRIT learns a one-to-one mapping of query points between deformed space
and canonical space based on the proposed deformation field (Section 3.2), given the hand skeleton and shape latent code. During inference
(Section 3.3), PHRIT deforms the high-resolution canonical hand mesh extracted from the implicit representation to obtain a differentiable,
high-fidelity hand reconstruction. We use a dashed line to denote that mesh extraction is only necessary once.

is more efficient and shares correspondences across identi-
ties. Furthermore, we address the multiple correspondence
problem in SNARF [6] by developing a deformation field
and introducing a deformation skip-connection structure to
learn it.
Skeleton-driven articulated hand. Although previ-
ous studies [12, 17] have demonstrated the feasibility
of skeleton-driven shape reconstruction, recent research
[13, 15, 48] on articulated shape modeling still relies on
ground truth bone transformations. This is mainly be-
cause bone transformations provided by iterative optimiza-
tion procedures like inverse kinematics prevent gradient
flow and introduce ambiguity in the twist angle of bones. To
address this issue, [26] exploits biomechanical constraints
[65] to define the local coordinate systems of hand skeletons
and derive their bone transformation accordingly. However,
their proposed approach involves learning deformations in
canonical space and requires additional canonicalization of
the hand skeleton. In contrast, we directly learn the defor-
mations in each hand’s local coordinate system via more
readily available transformation matrices.

3. Approach

We present a high-fidelity hand model PHRIT (Sec-
tion 3.1). As shown in Fig. 2, PHRIT consists of RefNet
and DeformNets, which are jointly learned through the pro-
posed deformation field (Section 3.2) with an inverse coun-
terpart of DeformNets, denoted as InvDeformNets. The re-
sulting PHRIT allows for efficient and high-fidelity hand re-
construction that is fully differentiable with respect to both
the input hand skeleton and shape latent code (as explained
in Section 3.3).

3.1. Parametric Mesh with Implicit Template

Our PHRIT comprises an implicit template (RefNet) and
an associated deformation function (DeformNets).

3.1.1 RefNet

RefNet f encodes a canonical hand mesh M , which serves
as the basis for all hand reconstructions generated by our
model. We define M to be compatible with the MANO
[61] template mesh M̄ (of zero pose and mean shape). That
is, M and M̄ have the same skeleton K̄ and shape, but M
has an infinite number of mesh vertices. RefNet f maps a
query point x to its signed distance d to the hand surface:
f(x) = d ∈ R.

3.1.2 DeformNets

Our deformation function utilizes a part-based design,
where we decompose the human hand into 16 rigid parts
{Pi | 0 ≤ i ≤ 15} based on the MANO [61] skinning
weights. For each part Pi, we employ an independent De-
formNet gi conditioned on a local pose θi and a shape code
βi, transforming the query points xi on Pi of canonical
hand to corresponding points yi on Pi of deformed hand:
gi (xi, θi, βi) = yi ∈ R3.

To define the query points xi in a local coordinate sys-
tem LCSi of the part Pi, we follow NASA’s approach [15].
However, we derive the LCSi from the hand skeleton rather
than using ground truth bone transformations.
Local coordinate system LCSi. Given a hand skele-
ton consisting of 21 3D keypoints and 20 bones
{bj | 1 ≤ j ≤ 20}, we first define a transformation Bj for
each bone bj and then define the LCSi for each of the 16
rigid hand parts Pi. For Bj of bone bj , the translation is
set to the middle point of bj , and the rotation (orientation)
is set following HALO [26]. Details can be found in the
Appendix. Based on Bj , we construct the local coordinate
system LCSi for each part Pi as follows: (1) For palm part
P1, LCS1 is defined by B9 (i.e., the transformation of the
middle palmar bone), where the origin is set to the transla-
tion of B9 and the axes are set to the orientation of B9. (2)
For the remaining finger parts Pi, LCSi is defined by cor-
responding finger bone transformation Bj , in the same way
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Figure 3: (a) Local coordinate systems derived from hand skele-
ton. (b) Multi-correspondence (one-to-many) between Xd and Xc

(Section 3.2). (c) Deformation skip-connection architecture with
comparison to the holistic design.

as LCS1 is determined by B9. An illustration of LCSi is
provided in Fig. 3 (a).
Local pose θi. The local pose θi of Pi is defined differ-
ently for the palm part P1 and the remaining finger parts Pi.
(1) For palm part P1, the θ1 ∈ R17 consists of a palmar
bone configuration θp1 ∈ R7 and palmar joint configuration
θf1 ∈ R10. Following HALO [26], θp1 is decoupled into a
finger spreading θs ∈ R4 and a palm arching θa ∈ R3. θs
is defined by angles between adjacent palmar bones, and
θa is defined by angles between the two planes spanned by
three adjacent palmar bones. The θf1 are joint angles (ab-
duction and flexion) of each five palmar joints. (2) For the
remaining finger parts Pi, θi are joint angles from the corre-
sponding finger bones. Each finger bone has two joints with
two joint angles, namely abduction and flexion, except for
the tips of level-2 finger bones, which have no joint angles.
Shape code βi. Similar to SNARF [6], we split shape space
into surface properties and bone features. Formally, the
shape code βi = γ ⊕ Fi, where i indexes hand parts and
⊕ denotes feature concatenation. γ ∈ R128 is a trainable
shape latent code shared across all hand parts, which is op-
timized per hand ID (subscript omitted), and Fi is bone fea-
tures from the hand part Pi. Following HALO [26], Fi is
a concatenation of global bone features Fg ∈ R16 obtained
from a global bone encoder and local bone lengths Li of
Pi. Except for L1 ∈ R5, which is set to the lengths of five
palmar bones, the remaining Li ∈ R is the length of the
corresponding finger bone.
Deformation skip connections. We propose a skip con-
nection design for learning our DeformNets gi instead of
the holistic design depicted in Fig.3. The gi is decomposed
as gi = g0i ◦ g1i · · · ◦ gNi , where gn+1

i takes the defor-
mation results yni from gni to predict further deformation:
gn+1
i (yni , θi, βi) = yn+1

i ∈ R3. N is the number of skip
connections and θi and βi are the local pose and shape code
as before. We empirically find that the skip-connection de-

sign, with the same total number of layers, better captures
the details in hand reconstruction. (See Section 4.4 for an
ablation study on this design choice.)

3.2. Learning with Deformation Field

To learn the RefNet and DeformNets introduced in the
previous section, we propose a novel deformation field and
derive training objectives based on it.
Deformation field ϕ. The proposed deformation field is a
one-to-one mapping function that transforms a 3D point Xc

in the canonical hand space to Xd in deformed hand space:
ϕ : Xc 7→ Xd. To exclude potential ambiguity arising from
multi-correspondence between Xd and Xc, as pointed by
SNARF [6] (Refer to Fig. 3 (b)), we define ϕ as folows: (1)
ϕ has a constrained domain nearby the hand surface. (2) For
Xc on the hand surface, ϕ is based on the correspondence
between canonical hand surface and the deformed hand sur-
face. (3) For Xd off the hand surface but within the domain,
ϕ is further based on the signed distance to the hand surface.
A 2D illustration is provided on the right side of Fig. 2. The
resulting ϕ satisfies the following equation:

SDFd(Xd) = SDFd(ϕ(Xc)) = SDFc(ϕ
−1(Xd)) (1)

Here, SDFc and SDFd are signed distance fields of the
hand in canonical space and deformed space, respectively.
A more concrete mathematical definition of ϕ and its con-
strained domain can be found in Appendix.
Training objectives. Our training objectives are based on
the deformation field ϕ. Specifically, our proposed Deform-
Nets gi follow ϕ as an invertible mapping function, and we
introduce an inverse counterpart of DeformNets called In-
vDeformNets g−1

i . The gi and g−1
i , along with the RefNet

f , are jointly learned using the following loss function:

E =

B∑
s=1

P∑
i=1

∑
xs
i∈Xs

i

(wSESDF + wnEnorm + wcEcycle

+ wmEmano + wrEregu) + wOEO + wIEIGR

(2)

Here, B is the number of scans in the batch, P = 16 is
the number of hand parts, and

{
Xs

i | xs
i ∈ R3

}
are hand

surface points on the part Pi in the s-th scan. The individual
loss terms are defined as follows:

ESDF =
∥∥f(T−1

i · g−1
i (xs

i , θ
s
i , β

s
i ))

∥∥ (3)

Enorm =
∥∥∇xs

i
f(T−1

i · g−1
i (xs

i , θ
s
i , β

s
i ))−N(xs

i )
∥∥ (4)

Ecycle =
∥∥gi(g−1

i (xs
i , θ

s
i , β

s
i ), θ

s
i , β

s
i )− xs

i

∥∥ (5)
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Emano =
∥∥g−1

i (x̄s
i , θ

s
i , β

s
i )− ȳsi

∥∥ (6)

Eregu = ∥γs∥ (7)

EO = Ex∈Ω\Ω0
(exp(−α · |f(x) |)), α ≫ 1 (8)

EIGR = Ex∈Ω(∥∇f(x)∥ − 1)2 (9)

ESDF ensures the points xs
i on deformed hand surface

have zero signed distance. We query the SDF of xs
i through

the deformation field ϕ. Specifically, we first deform xs
i us-

ing g−1
i , then transform it back from the LCSi of canonical

hand using T−1
i , and finally query the signed distance using

f .
Enorm further constrains the normal of the points xs

i on
deformed hand surface based on ϕ, which satisfies Eq.1.
This constraint is based on the following two observations:
(1) The derivative of SDF is the corresponding gradient
field, and (2) The SDF of deformed hand space is associ-
ated with the SDF of canonical hand space by Eq.1. We
denote the surface normal of xs

i with N(xs
i ).

Ecycle facilitates that gi and g−1
i are reciprocal functions,

ensuring a one-to-one mapping between the canonical hand
and deformed hand surfaces.

Emano enforces f to learn a canonical hand compatible
with the MANO template. To achieve this, we use MANO
annotations to provide sparse correspondence supervision.
We denote MANO vertices of the canonical hand and de-
formed hand under LCSi as x̄s

i and ȳsi respectively.
Eregu regularizes the trainable shape latent code γs.
EO and EIGR are utilized to regularize f to learn a stan-

dard SDF. EIGR is the Eikonal regularization term pro-
posed in [19], while EO ensures off-surface points do not
have zero signed distances, as previously introduced in [64].

3.3. Inference with Skinning Weights

During inference, our fully differentiable parametric
hand mesh model is driven by an input skeleton K and a
shape latent code γ. The inference pipeline consists of the
following steps:
(1) We extract the canonical hand mesh M from RefNet f

using Marching Cubes and assign skinning weights to
its vertices by upsampling the skinning weights of the
MANO template to ensure compatibility with M .

(2) Using K and γ, we compute LCSi, θi, and βi.
(3) DeformNets deforms the vertices of M based on θi and

βi, and then transforms the deformed vertices to the co-
ordinate system where the skeleton K is located using
LCSi. Finally, we combine the transformed vertices
based on their skinning weights to obtain the final re-
construction result.

As our canonical hand mesh represented by RefNet f is
static, step (1) is only needed once for all inferences.

4. Experiments

4.1. Datasets and Evaluation Metrics

Youtube3D (YT3D) [29]: The YT3D dataset has 50,175
hand meshes from 109 videos, with 47,125 meshes from
102 videos in the training set and 1,525 meshes from 7
videos in the test set. As the YT3D annotations are fit-
ted from video data, we use its MANO pose and mesh for
skeleton-driven hand shape reconstruction.
MANO dataset [61]: The training set contains 1,554 scans
with MANO annotations of 31 subjects performing 51
poses, and the test set contains 50 scans of unseen sub-
jects performing unseen poses to the training set. We use
the real scans from the MANO trainset to learn our high-
fidelity hand mesh model and use the MANO test set to
evaluate point cloud 3D hand reconstruction.
DeepHandMesh (DHM) dataset [44]: The DHM dataset
contains multi-view observations including RGB images
and depth maps. 3D shape reconstructions and 3D hand
keypoints are also provided. Since only one subject data is
publically accessible, we use this available subset in our ex-
periments, where the released data is split into a training set
with 4,550 samples and a test set with 915 samples. We use
DHM to learn hand reconstruction from images.
FreiHAND [78]: FreiHAND has 130,240 training and
3,960 evaluation samples, all with MANO annotations. Al-
though the MANO annotations are not as accurate as real
scans, the dataset is used to showcase how our model can
learn high-fidelity single-view hand reconstruction using
common yet coarse MANO-level annotations.
Evaluation metrics. For skeleton-driven hand reconstruc-
tion, we report the mean Intersection over Union (IoU),
Chamfer-L1 distance in mm (Cham.) and normal consis-
tency score (Norm.) in [40]. For hand reconstruction from
point clouds, we compute vertex-to-vertex (V2V in mm)
and vertex-to-surface (V2S) distances between the recon-
struction and scan in both directions. For hand reconstruc-
tion from images, the evaluation metrics include 3D joint
distance error (Perr in mm), mesh vertex error (Merr),
mean per-joint position error and per-vertex position error
with Procrustes analysis [18] (PA MPJPE and PA MPVPE
in mm), and F -score evaluated at thresholds of 5mm and
15mm (F@5 mm and F@15 mm).

Method IoU↑ Cham.↓ Norm.↑
NASA [15] 0.896 1.057 0.955
HALO [26] 0.932 0.719 0.959

HALO(Keypoints) 0.930 0.740 0.959
Ours 0.949 0.432 0.979

Table 2: Results of skeleton-driven hand reconstruction on YT3D.
NASA [15] and HALO [26] use GT bone transformation, while
HALO(Keypoints) and ours take keypoints as input only.
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Method Recon. to scan Scan to recon.
V2V↓ V2S↓ V2V ↓ V2S↓

MANO [61] 3.14 2.92 3.90 1.57
VolSDF [75] 3.69 2.22 2.37 2.23
NASA [15] 5.31 3.80 2.57 2.33
NARF [48] 4.02 2.69 2.11 2.06

LISA-im [13] 3.09 1.96 1.19 1.13
LISA-geom [13] 0.36 0.16 0.81 0.26
LISA-full [13] 1.45 0.64 0.64 0.58

Ours 0.37 0.27 0.37 0.31
Table 3: Results of shape reconstruction from point clouds on the
MANO test set. We achieve comparable results to LISA using much
fewer training scans.

Point cloud

MANO Ours MANO Ours

Reconstruction Error heatmap

0
3m
m

0
3m
m

0
3m
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Figure 5: Results of hand reconstruction from point clouds.
Comparisons between MANO and ours are shown.

GT OursHALOInput skeleton
Figure 4: Skeleton-driven hand reconstruction results on YT3D.
Both HALO and ours maintain the keypoint locations faithfully,
while ours achieve more accurate and smoother reconstructions.

4.2. Implementation Details

Our model is implemented within Pytorch [55], where
the Adam solver is used with mini-batches of size 32. The
initial learning rate is set to 0.0005, and decayed by a fac-
tor of 0.5 after 250 epochs and 500 epochs. We train for
1000 epochs on 2 NVIDIA RTX 2080 Ti GPUs, which takes
around 16 hours for training on the MANO dataset. For
weighting factors, we set wS = 0.1, wn = 1, wc = 0.1,
wm = 0.1, wr = 0.0001, wO = 0.1 and wI = 1. We refer
to the appendix for more details.

4.3. Results

We validated our method on three tasks using differ-
ent datasets and compared it with state-of-the-art baselines.
Skeleton-driven hand reconstruction. In this task, we set
NASA [15] and HALO [26] as our baselines. NASA rep-
resents an articulated shape with part-based implicit func-
tions, and HALO builds upon NASA and specializes in neu-
ral hand representation. HALO proposes to eliminate de-
mands for GT bone transformation by using differentiable
skeleton canonicalization with 3D keypoints. Following
HALO, we conduct experiments on YT3D [29]. As shown

in Table 2, our method consistently outperforms HALO
and NASA in all metrics. Note that we fixed the latent
shape codes γ (Section 3.1) to be fully skeleton-driven, as
HALO, to ensure a fair comparison. As shown in Fig. 4,
our method achieves more accurate and smoother outputs
in articulated hand modeling than HALO.We attribute the
artifacts of HALO to their rigid skeleton canonicalization,
which can not handle non-rigid deformation at connecting
spots of parts effectively.
Hand reconstruction from point clouds. To evaluate the
accuracy of our 3D hand modeling, we test our model on
high-quality point cloud data using the MANO test set [61].
This dataset includes poses and identities that differ from
the training data used to develop our model. In Table 3,
we compare our results with several state-of-the-art ap-
proaches, including MANO [61], image-learned methods
(such as VolSDF [75], NASA [15], NARF [48], and LISA-
im [13]) that are trained with multi-view images with the
help of volume rendering, and another scan-learned method
(LISA [13]). Our method outperforms the MANO model,
which uses the same 1,544 scans for training, as well as all
image-learned methods. We also outperform LISA-full and
achieve comparable results to LISA-geom [13]. However,
it is worth noting that LISA-geom and LISA-full are trained
on a private dataset (3DH) consisting of 13k scans with op-
tional multi-view images, while our method uses nearly 10
times fewer data. This demonstrates our method’s supe-
rior ability to model high-fidelity hand meshes and general-
ize well. We provide visualizations of some reconstructions
and error heatmaps in Fig. 5. Our method produces accurate
and high-fidelity hand reconstructions.
Single-view hand reconstruction. Many existing meth-
ods for reconstructing 3D hands from single-view images
only evaluate their performance on benchmarks with coarse
MANO mesh annotations, which fail to capture the fine-
detailed 3D reconstructions achievable with more advanced
techniques such as DHM [44] and our approach. To address
this limitation, we evaluate our method on the DHM dataset,
which provides 3D reconstructions from depth observations
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Figure 6: 3D reconstruction results from images on DHM. Both DHM [44] and ours reconstruct high-fidelity hands, while ours achieve
more natural and accurate results.

Method MPJPE↓ MPVPE↓ F@5 mm↑ F@15 mm↑
[22] - 13.2 0.426 0.908
[3] - 13.0 0.435 0.935

[78] - 10.7 0.529 0.935
I2L-MeshNet [43] 7.4 7.6 0.681 0.973

MANO∗ [61] 10.8 12.4 0.485 0.947
NIMBLE∗ [32] - 9.4 0.547 0.955

Ours-low∗ 7.5 7.8 0.660 0.974
Ours-high∗ 7.7 8.0 0.654 0.974

Table 4: Results of shape reconstruction from images on FreiHAND.
∗To be consistent with the evaluation in NIMBLE [32], MANO and ours
results are also obtained upon an I2L-MeshNet pipeline. Figure 7: Results of shape reconstruction from images

on FreiHAND.

for evaluating meticulous 3D shape predictions. Using the
publicly available data and official implementation of multi-
view training, we compare our model’s single-view recon-
struction performance to DHM and its variant with our hand
mesh model in Table 5. The result of DHM is different from
that of [44] since all the methods in the Table 5 are trained
and tested on the publicly available portion of DHM, as the
entire dataset is not accessible. Our results show that our
model significantly improves the accuracy of both shape
and pose predictions, demonstrating its superior ability to
represent articulated hand shapes. Moreover, our model’s
clear-cut shapes can also aid in accurate pose estimation, as
observed by [28]. Qualitative results are presented in Fig. 6,
confirming the efficacy of our approach.

We also evaluate the proposed method on FreiHAND
[78] with MANO pose and mesh annotations. We use our
high-fidelity parametric hand model, which was trained on
the MANO dataset scans, as a differentiable layer in the
I2L-MeshNet pipeline. We use the predicted hand skele-
ton output and a two-layer MLP to estimate our shape la-
tent code. We refer to this setting as ”Ours-low” as we

directly replace our template from the RefNet with the
MANO template taking advantage of their compatibility
(Section 3.1.1), and use the annotated MANO mesh to su-
pervise the predicted shape with corresponding per-vertex
constraints. We compare our results with two other para-
metric hand models, MANO [61] and NIMBLE [32], us-
ing the I2L-MeshNet pipeline. As shown in Table 4, Ours-
low outperforms both MANO and NIMBLE by a signifi-
cant margin. Despite using a lightweight MLP to predict
parametric factors, our approach achieves comparable re-
sults to the state-of-the-art method [43], with significantly
reduced network memory (by 78%) and computation costs
(by 95%). Additionally, differentiable parametric models,
such as MANO, NIMBLE, and our proposed method, can
serve as a differentiable layer, enabling more related tasks,
such as weakly-supervised learning [7, 29] and explicit con-
trol of hand motion in videos [72]. Visualizations of our re-
sults are shown in Fig. 7, where I2L-MeshNet fits MANO-
level resolution GT meshes, while Ours-low demonstrates
the ability to obtain finer surfaces.

However, using coarse MANO meshes in our training
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Method Perr ↓ Merr ↓
MANO [61] 8.51 3.75
DHM [44] 3.45 1.98

Ours 3.14 1.50

Table 5: Results of shape reconstruc-
tion from images on the publically re-
leased part of the DHM dataset.

Configs Recon. to scan Scan to recon.
V2V↓ V2S↓ V2V↓ V2S↓

w/o Enorm 0.51 0.40 0.51 0.44
w/o D.S.C. 0.47 0.36 0.46 0.39
w/ Emano+ 0.45 0.34 0.44 0.38

Ours 0.37 0.27 0.37 0.31

Table 6: Result of ablation study on MANO
test set.

Figure 8: Qualitative results of ablation study.

resulted in rough and non-smooth hand reconstructions. To
address this, we introduced looser supervision by using the
chamfer distance between the GT MANO vertex coordi-
nates and our hand reconstruction to supervise the network,
rather than tight per-vertex constraints. This approach was
applied to our high-resolution parametric template (Ours-
high), resulting in higher-fidelity hand reconstructions from
input single-view images (as shown in Fig. 7). However,
while Ours-high achieves state-of-the-art qualitative results,
it performs slightly worse in terms of quantitative evalua-
tion metrics in Table 4. We suspect that the vertex-wise
correspondence of MANO annotations using linear blend
skinning and linear deformation correction may not accu-
rately reflect real-world deformations, which are non-rigid
and non-linear. Overall, our model can be easily integrated
into existing methods to learn high-quality hand reconstruc-
tions from MANO-level annotated datasets. We achieved
state-of-the-art qualitative results and competitive quantita-
tive results under the MANO metric.

4.4. Ablation Study

We conduct ablation studies on our high-fidelity hand
model by exploring various configurations.
Effect of the deformation field. The proposed deformation
field bridges the SDF of the deformed hand and the canon-
ical hand. On this basis, we derive Enorm in our training
objectives. We ablate whether Enorm is used during train-
ing (Ours vs. w/o Enorm in Fig. 8 and Table 6), and the
results show that Enorm is crucial to guarantee a smooth
and immersive hand shape and brings key improvements to
the quantitative results of point cloud 3D hand reconstruc-
tion on MANO test set.
Effect of deformation skip connections. We report the
results of the holistic architecture in Fig. 3 in terms of
whether the deformation skip connections are used (Ours
vs. w/o D.S.C.). As presented in Fig. 8, the proposed skip-
connection design more effectively represents the details of
the hand surface and achieves better overall reconstruction
performance (see Table 6).
Effect of dense correspondence supervision. To com-
pare the impact of explicit dense correspondence supervi-
sion versus implicit deformation field, we replace Emano in
our training objectives (Section 3.2) with Emano+ , which
provides dense correspondence through barycentric coordi-
nates by upsampling MANO mesh annotations by a factor

Textured canonical handCanonical hand

Posed hand Transfer texture by dense correspondence

Figure 9: Results of transferring arbitrary hand textures through
dense correspondence. We utilize HTML [60] to obtain textured
canonical hands.

Method MANO [61] DHM [44] LISA [13] HALO [26] Ours
Speed (s) 0.003 0.005 >5 16.3 0.099

Table 7: Comparison of inference speed. The time consumed for
a feed-forward hand reconstruction is reported.

of 10. As shown in Fig. 8 and Table 6, using Emano+

resulted in degraded performance, demonstrating the su-
periority of implicitly building dense correspondence over
pseudo supervision.

4.5. Discussion

Dense correspondence for texture modeling. Our model
deforms a canonical hand mesh shared by all poses and
identities to obtain dense correspondences among the hand
reconstructions. We explore an application of per-vertex
correspondences in transferring arbitrary textures from the
texture model, such as HTML [60], to our hand reconstruc-
tions. Fig. 9 shows that our model can seamlessly combine
with the HTML texture model to produce vividly textured
hands with accurate geometry.
Inference speed. We compare the proposed method’s in-
ference speed with some baselines in Table 7. We imple-
ment all methods on the same consumer device: NVIDIA
RTX2080Ti GPU, Intel Xeon E5-2620 v4@2.10GHz, 11
GB main memory. Our method achieved significantly faster
inference speed than other implicit models like LISA [13]
and HALO [26], by avoiding the time-consuming March-
ing Cubes process. However, our part-based design, which
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improves accuracy and generalization, resulted in slightly
slower inference times than other parametric mesh methods
like MANO [61] and DHM [44]. We believe that improv-
ing the efficiency of our part-based design can be a future
research direction.
Limitation. While our method achieves state-of-the-art
performances in multiple tasks, it currently lacks pose pri-
ors, real-time inference capabilities, and support for queries
beyond geometry modeling, such as intersection detec-
tion. Future research directions could include parameteriz-
ing hand skeletons, refining the part-based design to reduce
computation cost and latency, modeling temporal smooth-
ness and consistency and extending the deformation field to
enable potential one-to-many correspondence.

5. Conclusion
We introduce PHRIT, a parametric hand model featur-

ing an implicit template that generates high-fidelity hand
reconstructions for various poses and identities. Our model
offers efficient inference and dense correspondence inher-
ited from traditional parametric meshes, as well as infinite-
resolution reconstructions derived from implicit representa-
tions. By utilizing the proposed deformation field, we es-
tablish a dense correspondence between canonical and de-
formed spaces. Our model is fully differentiable with re-
spect to both the skeleton and shape latent code, making it
easy to incorporate into existing methods for versatile ap-
plications. Our experiments demonstrate that PHRIT out-
performs previous methods in multiple downstream tasks.
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